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Sun and sightseeing, history and nature
make this a visitor’s dream. Swimming and
skiing can be enjoyed on the same day. New
luxury hotels provide the traveller with
every facility.

Mild winters, warm springs, sunny summers
and colorful autumn - this is Lebanon, a
country of four seasons and a destination
for all seasons, with archaeological wealth,
cultural and artistic activities offering much
to attract visitors of all ages, from families
to the discerning mature traveller. 

Whether you are high on its lofty peaks,
enchanted by its terraced valleys, or simply
laid back on its sandy beaches, the subtle
spirit of Lebanon whispers relax end enjoy,
come and discover this fascinating 
destination.   

LAND OF DIVERSITY 

Lebanon has a lot to offer visitors. Its mod-
erate climate, the proximity of the moun-
tains to the sea, 300 days of sun, winter 
and summer sports, skiing and swimming,
cultural activities, festivals, night life, rich
and varied gastronomy, its easy-to reach
location, the high standard of services – all
make this an attractive destination in the
Middle East.

The weather is fantastic, the Mediterranean
climate providing cool, wet winters with
heavy snow in the mountains, while hot
summers offer ample opportunity to enjoy
the country’s many beaches. In March and
April, it is often possible to ski in the 
morning and then to drive down to the
beaches to bask in the afternoon sunshine.

The Lebanese population is estimated at
around 4 million. It is young and dynamic,
with a high educational level. The official
language is Arabic, but most people also
speak French or English or both, thus 
facilitating business relations and assuring
a diversified cultural heritage.

Shopping is a must in Lebanon. Most
international brands are available, but
the visitor will also be interested in local
products, especially handicrafts, and able 
to see them being made using traditional
techniques handed down from generation
to generation. Tripoli and Sidon are known
for soap manufacture, there is glass 
blowing in the south, basket making, 
cutlery, copper, Netware and bell making 
in Beit Chebab, woodwork, embroidery and
pottery… the list goes on.

Lebanon
for all seasons and tastes
Lebanon is where freedom of thought and enterprise combine to give every person, every idea and every

product a chance to succeed. If you are looking for comfort, exciting things to do, new places to see, 

a touch of history, natural beauty and friendly faces, then why not choose Lebanon?

Beirut
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Nowhere is Beirut’s resilience more appar-
ent than in its reconstructed city centre. In
1990, the area was a shambles, a deserted
no man’s land, a ghost town. Just over a
decade later, downtown emerged as
Beirut’s most fashionable and desirable
neighbourhood, with gloriously restored
French mandate-era buildings, European
and Lebanese cafes, world-class restaurants,
luxury boutiques and stylish pubs.

Jeita Grotto

Fashioned by million of years of erosion, 
the Jeita grotto is a spectacle that defies
description. It is composed of a dry upper
gallery and a lower gallery with an 
underground lake, traversed by boat, the
stalagmites and stalactites forming a 
fantastic décor.

The Cedars and Beshareh  

A drive of about 30km from Tripoli takes
you to Bcharreh and the Cedars. The route
passes through some of the most beautiful
parts of Lebanon, past vistas of olive and
vineyards, with lush valleys and mountain
peaks at every turn as the road winds above
spectacular gorges. Picturesque villages of
red tile roofed houses are perched on top of
hills or cling to the mountainsides. Bcharreh
is best known as the birthplace of the
noted Lebanese poet Gibran Khalil Gibran,
author of The Prophet, and for the Gibran
museum.

At more than 1,800 metres above sea level,
the Cedars of Lebanon fascinate with their
majesty and great age. These trees, known
for their long-lasting timber resistant to
temperature, humidity and decay, were
widely exploited in antiquity. King Solomon
built his temple in Jerusalem from the

cedars of Lebanon, the Egyptians used 
the wood for shipbuilding and making 
sarcophagi, and its oil was employed in
mummification.

LAND OF DELICACIES

Lebanese cuisine is immensely popular, 
surprising in its diversity, and among the
most varied and savoury in the world.
Restaurants specialising in this food are
found everywhere, and in all of them you
will be invited to try the celebrated hors
d’oeuvres known as Mezze, a spread of
innumerable small dishes forming the 
traditional starter to a meal. Carefully 
decorated, wisely seasoned, these 

delicacies are a pleasure to the eye as well
as the palate.

The meal is accompanied by arak, the
national drink of distilled grape juice 
flavored with anis, but Lebanon also 
produces some excellent beers and wines
that go just as well with the various dishes.

Wineries are found in the Bekaa Valley,
Lebanon’s breadbasket, with vast agricultural
land growing varied fruits, vegetables,
spices and other crops. The slope of the 
terrain, its fertile soil and the climate, make
the Valley an ideal place for grape cultivation
and wine production, and vineyards cover a
large area. Here, famous wineries like Ksara,
Kefraya and Chateau Muzar arrange tours
of their facilities. 

Land of entertainment

Lebanon enjoys a wonderful nightlife. 
Clubs spice up the evenings in Beirut and
mountain resorts, the entertainment
ranging from solo guitarists to orchestras
and floor shows, and there are some British-
style pubs in the capital. One can dine in
elegance on fine European, Japanese and
Chinese cuisine or at rustic seaside cafes.
All kinds of dancing are performed, from
the Lebanese dabké to belly dancing and
disco beats.

In Maameltein, 24km north of Beirut,
stands the Casino du Liban, famous for its
international shows and luxury gaming
rooms, as well as for sumptuous restaurants.

Summer festivals are a major cultural 
event throughout the high season, which
extends from July to the end of September,
with concerts, ballet, opera and modern
dance troupes bringing back life to the
ancient stones of Baalbeck, the Crusader
castle in Byblos, and the Roman Hippodrome
in Tyre.
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LAND OF CIVILISATIONS

Lebanon has a great architectural heritage,
expressing different aspects of civilizations,
with the cities and ruins of Aanjar,
Baalbeck, Byblos, Tyre and the Qadisha
Valley/Cedars Forest listed as UNESCO
World Heritage sites.

Baalbeck 

One of the world’s most amazing 
archaeological sites can be found in the
Beqaa plain. This came into prominence
after the invasion of Alexander the Great,
who elevated it to the rank of Heliopolis,
city of the Sun.  With the Roman conquest

and the construction of major temples, the
town developed into an important religious
centre. The Acropolis of Baalbeck is among
the largest and best preserved examples 
of Roman architecture in the world. The
monumental sanctuary consists of three
main temples: the temple of Jupiter, the
Bacchus temple and the temple of Venus.

Tripoli 

Capital of the north and second largest city
in Lebanon, Tripoli preserved its past more
beautifully than any other of the country’s
ancient towns. It is Lebanon’s most Arabian
city and retains much of its provincial
charm. It is known for old souks, khans, 

tailors’ shops, soap makers, potters and
other traditional crafts, and the oriental
atmosphere of old Tripoli can also be 
experienced in the mosques. The city is
dominated by an imposing castle, the 
Saint Gilles Citadel, built by Raymond de
Saint Gilles, founder of the county of Tripoli
during the Crusader period.

Byblos 

This is reputed to be the oldest town in 
the world. Its archaeological sites include
several Canaanite and Phoenician temples,
the foundations of Stone Age houses, the
Crusaders’ Castle, ancient city walls and
several Roman remains. Byblos is also
known for its picturesque medieval port.
Today, it is a thriving, modern town, with
the old centre the most interesting part for
the visitor to explore.

Sidon 

An ancient city mentioned in the El-Amarna
letters of the 14th century BC. Like other
Phoenician cities, Sidon was occupied by
many conquerors, including the Greeks,
Romans and Arabs before the arrival of the
Crusaders. Its Sea Castle dates from their
time, when Sidon was elevated to the rank
of Seigniory of Sagette. On a tour of the city,
you will see medieval souks, ancient
mosques, and quranic schools and bath
houses, in addition to fascinating old shops.

Tyre  

Tyre, south of Sidon, was declared a World
Heritage site in 1979, and has one of the
world’s most fascinating archaeological
ruins, mostly from Roman times, but also
from the Phoenician, Greek and Byzantine

eras. There are two main areas: the inland
hippodrome and the old city on the 
peninsula. Seaside southern Tyre also has 
a colourful souk, an Ottoman inn and a
Mamluk house.

Beiteddine

In the Chouf mountains, Beiteddine is the
site of the palace built by the Amir Basheer
in the 19th century. A masterpiece of the
architecture of the age, with its vast
courtyard and beautiful fountains, ochre
stone and perfect geometrical arcades, this
is not to be missed. 

LAND OF ADVENTURE

Opportunities for outdoor activities abound
in Lebanon. It usually takes little more than
an hour to reach the snow-covered 
mountains, where the ski conditions are
ideal on most winter days, accompanied 
by bright sunny skies.

Skiing singles out Lebanon from its neigh-
bours. The months of December through
April are when the sport is at its best, and
the slopes alive with skiers, snowboarders
and people simply enjoying the snow. There
are six ski resorts, ranging from the Cedars
to Ouyoun el Siman, from Laqlouq to Qanat
Bakish, and from Zaarour to Faqra. Lebanon
attracts many enthusiasts and champions
of this sophisticated sport.

Swimming is generally popular, and water-
sports of all kind are available most of the
year, including water skiing, sailing and
scuba diving.

Among the other popular sports are:

� Paragliding at the Cedars.

� Paddling down the Awwali river in 
a canoe or kayak.

� Hiking in the Cedars, Tannourine, 
and Sir el Danniyé.

� Climbing on Mount Sannine.

� Exploring deep caves.

� Trekking and rock climbing.

� Horse or donkey riding.

Nature reserves

� Horsh Ehden.

� Arz el Chouf.

� Arz Tannourine.

� Palm Island in Tripoli.

� Bentael Reserve..

� Tyre Coast.

� The Cedars Forest.

Lebanon’s message to tourists is: “There is a
lot of Lebanon you haven’t seen – discover
the hidden Lebanon, the domestic Lebanon,
and the rural Lebanon”. 

SOME SUGGESTIONS

� Take a walk, jog or hire a bike to explore
Beirut’s long wide Corniche and watch
the sun set behind the impressive Pigeon
Rock, out on the sea.

� Shop for colourful handicrafts and be
welcomed by friendly smiles in the 
traditional souks of Zouk (North Beirut,
near Jounieh).

� Discover high quality Lebanese 
handicrafts at artisans or Artisanat du
Liban, and embroidery, cutlery, brass, 
caftans and pottery at Ain Mreisseh,
Hamra Street and Gemmayzeh in Beirut.

� Enjoy a fresh seafood lunch in the
Phoenician harbour at Byblos.

� Wonder at the breathtaking view from
the Lady of Harrissa at night, overlooking
a flamboyant Jounieh.

� Surrender to the magical atmosphere of
an oriental belly dance in Maameltein.

� Take a wine tour in the Bekaa Valley to
taste delicious Lebanese wine.

�  Visit the Hakel fossils Museum in Jbeil
Area.

�  Sip Lebanese style coffee at an open-
air café.

�  Have rich Arabic sweets melt in your
mouth and discover genuine olive-oil
soaps in old Tripoli.

�  Sample exquisite Lebanese dishes over
the Berdawneh river in Zahleh.

SOME TIPS 

Getting Around: public transport in Beirut
is almost exclusively by service-taxi, shared
with other passengers, the journey costing
L.L. 1,000. A standard cab is priced from L.L.
5,000 to L.L. 10,000, depending on the 
distance covered. The bus service covers all
areas of Beirut, the suburbs and other cities
and villages. Cars can be hired by holders of
international driving licences who are over 21.

Local Time: GMT + 2 hours in the summer,
+ 3 hours in the winter.

Passports and Visas: a valid passport and a
Lebanese visa are required from foreigners
wishing to enter Lebanon. Visas should be
obtained in advance from Lebanese
embassies abroad or can be delivered to
most Arab, European and American citizens
on arrival at the airport.

Money matters: the currency is the
Lebanese Lira or the Lebanese pound. US
dollars are widely accepted. There is usually
a standard rate of exchange between the
US dollar and the lira.

Language: Arabic is the official language.
The use of French has been widespread
since the French Mandate period. English 
is the language of business and is spoken
by an increasing number of Lebanese.

www.destinationlebanon.gov.lb
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While preliminary results for the first four
months of 2007 point to a strong increase
in international tourist arrivals in the
Middle East – +8% as against +6% for the
full 12 months of 2006 – North Africa’s 
estimated growth over the period was 4%. 

UNWTO’s Panel of Experts rated the January
through April period extremely highly, as
against world tourism’s overall performance.
In North Africa, Morocco (+6%) and Tunisia
(+1%), achieved different growth levels for
different periods. Both attribute their good
performances to increased investment,
Tunisia through new measures to stimulate
it. Meanwhile, Morocco has been particularly
successful in attracting direct foreign
investment from Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) countries. 

Mega Morocco

A number of mega projects are due to open
in Morocco in the next five to 10 years, and
efforts are being made to ensure airline

capacity into the country, including low-
cost carriers, increases in line with the
growth in accommodation; the European
Union and Morocco have already signed an
open skies agreement.

Although the Middle East’s performance so
far this year seems to be well above target,
a number of factors could contribute to
lower the trend. Many countries had not
filed their results for the first four months
of 2007. 

Saudi Arabia, the leading destination, is the
most important example, and the average
growth of second placed Egypt (+14%) was
influenced by the strong demand from
European markets during Easter, which
resulted in a 26% increase during March
and 12% in April. The impact of the Dahab
April bombing is not reflected in Egypt’s
results, as data covers only the first four
months, but previous experience shows the
country’s tourism industry’s high resilience
to such acts.

Middle East
On target for success

Jewel of Jordan: the rock city of Petra

Overall, the region began 2007 in good shape, with tourism performing well above the world average. As

always, however, the Middle East is a tale of two regions, with some countries around the Mediterranean

rising above endemic conflict, their neighbours trying to stage a comeback, while the Gulf continues to add

ever more impressive chapters to its success story
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High-profile Dubai

Although overall data is not available, the
United Arab Emirates reported an excellent
first few months of 2007, with increased
airline capacity – from low-cost as well as
traditional carriers – and new attractions
and events stimulating demand. Dubai
(+6%) is earning an increasingly high 
profile worldwide, thanks to impressive
infrastructure development and widespread
promotions. Abu Dhabi is also gaining
ground, as are other GCC countries.

Despite these regional success stories,
tourism in the area is still suffering from
the continuing conflicts in Lebanon and
between Lebanon, Palestine and Israel. In
Lebanon, international tourist arrivals fell
by 25% from January-May, with tourism
limited to Lebanese expats and short-stay
foreign businessmen. 

Thanks in part to the intelligent marketing
of the country, Jordan (+20%), has not
been adversely affected by problems in
neighbouring countries. But Israel (-6%) 
is still well down on target, although it has
recovered somewhat from last year’s war in
Lebanon, while the relatively high value of 

> continued on page 186
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Abu Dhabi Corniche: on the waterfront in the thriving capital of the UAE

Bedouin’s beast: the tribesman and his camel can still be seen in the deserts of the Middle East
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The sublime has just become reality in 
the United Arab Emirate of Dubai with the
opening of the luxurious five star deluxe
hotel, The Monarch Dubai. 

The Monarch Dubai is set to become one
of the city’s most distinguished luxury
hotels by providing unrivalled personal
service within a contemporary Arabic 
environment, according to General
Manager Henning Fries.

“The ability to make every guest feel 
personally at home and to remember their
individual preferences from visit to visit has
become the benchmark by which all fine
hotels are judged,” he says.

The newly opened five star deluxe hotel 

is aimed at both business and leisure 
travelers and provides opulent surroundings
and impeccable service.

As the first hotel on the City’s main road,
The Monarch Dubai is situated at the 
coveted address of One Sheikh Zayed Road.
Strategically located in the heart of the new
fashionable business district, the hotel is
just minutes from the Dubai International
Finance Centre and within walking distance
from the Dubai World Trade Centre and the
Dubai International Convention Centre. The
hotel is also within easy reach of Dubai’s
International Airport.

The Monarch Dubai’s magnificent rooms
and suites include 141 Executive rooms, 
38 Executive suites, 53 deluxe serviced

apartments, two Presidential suites, a 
Sky Suite on the 29th and 30th floor 
(suspended between the hotel and office
towers) and the Palace Suite.

The Palace, a duplex suite on the 32nd 
and 33rd floors is the hotel’s crowning
glory and affords 1,130 square metres 
of luxury. Featuring an exclusive outdoor
terrace and pool, steam room and sauna,
gym, a private movie theatre and library,
the palatial suite is also complemented 
by an array of regal amenities, while a 
dedicated butler is in permanent
attendance.

A separate Conference and Events floor
comes equipped with the most
sophisticated technology, an open-plan

business centre, business offices and 
conference facilities.

The hotel’s Grand Ballroom covers more
than 1000 sq.m. and can accommodate
500 guests for a formal dinner and up to
800 for a stand-up reception.

The hotel features eight restaurants and
lounges, among which are both an 
exclusive Indian restaurant ‘The Redfort’
and ‘Okku’, a world class Japanese 
restaurant. Guests will be able to sample
modern European cuisine in the fine 
dining restaurant ‘The Empire’ and relax 
in ‘One on One’ a chic cocktail lounge, or 
in ‘Diademas’ cigar lounge, which provides
the definitive gentlemen’s retreat.

For working out or winding down, the
hotel’s state of the art ‘Zest’ Health Club
and exclusive Mandara Spa provide a 
variety of recreational and relaxing options.

An elite collection of boutique shops in the
hotel lobby invites guests to choose from 
a selection of luxury gifts and designer
accessories. A ladies hair salon on Level 3
offers the latest styles and hair products. 

In addition to a private limousine service –
from and to the airport – further guest
amenities include a welcome service
directly at the airport, 24-hour butler
attendance, in-room refreshments,
complimentary breakfast and 
complimentary wireless internet access.

About Refad Hotels & Resorts

The Monarch Dubai is the crown jewel in
the world of Refad Hotels & Resorts, which
provides a range of hospitality solutions in
the region, as well as overseas through its
head office in the State of Kuwait. REFAD’s
unifying aim is to provide unsurpassed 
luxury and personal service to the world’s
most discerning business and leisure 
travelers.

The Monarch Dubai – truly personal 
service becomes a reality in Dubai
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The origins of civil aviation history in the
Middle East do not lie in Dubai. But the
meteoric rise of Dubai International
Airport in recent decades has led to 
the rewriting of that history and, more 
significantly, the shaping of the future 
of the industry globally.

Dubai International is the door to the 
tiny emirate of the UAE that has taken 
the world by storm with the rapid pace 
of its progress. With Dubai emerging as
the regional trade, business and tourism 
centre, DIA’s role and scope have acquired
a whole new importance.

Connected to over 202 destinations across
the world through more than 118 airlines,
the airport’s operational capacity is 
constantly in expansion mode, a reflection
of the phenomenal growth the airport is
witnessing, particularly in passenger 
movement. Accounting for over 25% of 
all passenger and aircraft movement in 
the Middle East and Africa region, DIA has
grown at an unparalleled average of 15%
annually since 2002.

A total of 29 million passengers passed
through the airport in 2006, up 16% from
2005. This year looks even more promising,
with passenger throughput reaching 25.4
million at the end of the third quarter, and
the annual figure estimated at around 33
million. According to projections – which
appear more and more realistic given the
airport’s tremendous growth – passenger
numbers will reach 65 million a year by
2008. Considering this exponential
increase, a massive expansion project
is already underway. 

The US$5 billion Dubai International
Airport Expansion Project involves the
construction of  the new terminal and 
two separate but linked facilities, which
will expand the capacity to 75 million 

passengers a year over the next two years.
The new terminal will be exclusively for
Emirates, the Dubai carrier acknowledged
as one of the fastest-growing in the world. 

The project, which will add 23 dedicated
gates for the Airbus A380, will make DIA
the world’s largest facility uniquely 
created for the new super jumbo. The 
specific design is not limited to runways
but also encompasses every aspect and 
all the facilities at the airport. Two major
portions of the expansion project will be
operational by May 2008, while the 
Airbus A380 dedicated facility will be
ready by 2009.
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Qatar Airways has quickly made its mark
in the world of air travel. Focusing on five
star hospitality and unprecedented luxury,
Qatar Airways brings VIP treatment to
passengers everyday in every class of travel.

With 35 flights a week from London
Heathrow, London Gatwick and Manchester
to the airline’s hub in Doha, Qatar Airways
offers passengers connections to a wide
network of flights including the Middle
East, Africa, Indian Sub-Continent and the
Far East. Qatar Airways passengers can
experience the Airbus A340-600 - the
longest aircraft in the world on the
London Heathrow to Doha route. The 
aircraft has a three-class cabin layout with
innovative onboard features, including
dedicated First and Business Class lounges
for passengers travelling in the premium
cabins to unwind and relax.

Earlier this year, Qatar Airways was 
honoured once again in the annual Skytrax
World Airline Awards with three accolades
in this year’s survey, including being named
as having the Best First Class in the world.
The airline was named Best in the Middle
East for the second year running, while
cabin crew once again won top honours
as Best in the Middle East for the fifth
consecutive year.

Qatar Airways also saw its global ranking
rise to be named among the top five 
airlines in the world in the survey of
almost 15 million international travellers
spread across 90 nationalities. The elite
top five group features airlines from the
service-oriented Far East.

The award-winning service in the sky 
continues with excellence on the ground
and highlights what passengers can
expect one of the fastest growing airlines
in the world.

When Qatar Airways opened its doors 
to the world’s only dedicated First and
Business Class terminal at Doha
International Airport 12 months ago 
the airline revolutionised luxury travel.

Built in just nine months at a cost of
US$90million, the 10,000sqm Premium
Terminal features facilities ranging from

exclusive check-in, duty-free shopping,
conference rooms, nursery and play area
to spa treatment rooms offering facials,
manicures and massage.  There are also
sauna facilities and jacuzzis together with
fine dining restaurants. Water features are
evident throughout the Premium Terminal
offering tranquil and serene surroundings.

The innovative facilities are designed 
to provide Qatar Airways’ most loyal 
customers with the best levels of comfort
and hospitality prior to catching their
flight. The development is part of a
US$200million expansion at Doha
International Airport.

The Premium Terminal – open round-the-
clock, 24 hours a day, seven days a week –
is being seen as a benchmark in the region
and, indeed, rest of the world, for Qatar
Airways passengers beginning their 
international journeys in style. First and
Business Class passengers flying Qatar
Airways from Doha or transiting through
the Qatari capital are able to take 
advantage of the new facilities. 

From the moment they step into the
Premium Terminal, where they will be met
by a concierge, passengers are able to enjoy
a hassle-free and memorable experience.
They can relax unwind and shop before
catching their flight to any one of the
award-winning airline’s numerous 
destinations worldwide.

More than 150 specially-trained staff from
the hospitality industry around the world
have been recruited to work in the new
facility. 

Qatar Airways – Taking passengers from the UK
to new levels of luxury

Jacuzzi for First Class passengers at Qatar Airways dedicated Premium Terminal
at Doha International Airport

Qatar Airways A340-600 operates on the Doha - London Heathrow route
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And you, too, can come in from the cold by winning a trip to Egypt*.

Try the e-quiz reserved exclusively for tourism professionals on www.trade.egypt.travel/equiz
* Free international competition – no purchase necessary – organised by the Egyptian Tourist Authority, Paris 8e, France – competition open from midnight 15/10/2007 to midnight 30/11/2007 e

inclusive - entry restricted to members of www.trade.egypt.travel in the countries listed in the competition rules. Prizes: 12 holidays for 2 people (round-trip air ticket + hotel) for 1 week (each worth 
3000€). The competition rules can be viewed free of charge at www.trade.egypt.travel/equiz. A copy of the rules has been deposited with the adjudicator, Maître Manceau, in Paris 15e, France.e

Don’t leave your customers
      in the cold this winter,

dazzling Egypt
         is waiting for them.
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the shekel, especially vis-à-vis the US dollar,
has had a negative effect on inbound
tourism. The continuing high oil prices and
slowdown in the US economy have also
restrained travel from America.

Prospects

North Africa expects continued investment
in new projects throughout the region.
Algeria hosted the African Games and the
Afro-Asian Games in the summer, and there

were events on the theme ‘Algiers – capital
of Arab Culture’. Increased accommodation
capacity and a rise in air routes - Montreal-
Algiers and Paris-Biskra, for example - are
also coming on stream.

The outlook for the Middle East varies
sharply across the region. In Lebanon,
despite the current turmoil, some hotels
have announced they intend to proceed
with planned tourism projects in Beirut
and in the mountains. 

Meanwhile, Syria is expecting a record 
year, and Jordan remains positive about

its short- and medium-term prospects. 
But the overall picture remains uncertain 
as neighbouring countries’ vulnerability 
to regional instability is unquestionable.

By contrast, the Gulf goes from strength to
strength on the promise of huge airline and
airport capacity growth, and even in the
sub region’s low season in the summer, the
number of transit passengers from the Far
East was expected to increase. Nevertheless,
competition between destinations in the
Gulf is intensifying.

> continued on page 191

Pillars of society: memories of the pharaohs at Luxor, Egypt

Stella performer: Dubai, the undisputed star of the Gulf
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Did you know?

� The Burj Dubai, under construction in
the emirate, recently became the tallest
building on earth when it reached 1,680
feet. On completion, the tower will top
out at over 2,275 feet.

� The Great Pyramid at Giza in Egypt
is the only one of the original seven
wonders of the ancient world still 
standing.   

� The Middle East has a population
density of just 28 people per square
kilometre.

� Qatar Airways is one of only a 
handful of airlines with a 5-star ranking
for service and excellence awarded by
Skytrax.

� The Grand Mosque in Muscat, Oman,
contains the largest carpet and biggest
chandelier in the world.
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Who’s who 
in the Middle East and 
North Africa

Dubai Department of Tourism 
and Marketing
Director: Ian Scott
T: 020 7834 0580
E: dtcm_uk@dubaitourism.ae
W: www.dubaitourism.ae

Egypt State Tourist Office
Director: Khaled Ramy
T: 020 7493 5283
E: info@visitegypt.org.uk
W: www.egypt.travel

Israel Government Tourist Office
Director: Uzi Grafni
T: 020 7299 1111; E: uzi@igto.co.ik
W: www.go-israel.org

Jordan Tourism Board
UK Sales Marketing Manager: David Symes
T: 020 7371 6496
E: infor@jordantourismboard.co.uk
W: www.see-jordan.com

Libya General People’s Committee 
for Tourism
General Director of Tourism Products:
Zakaria Abouzed
T: +218 21 333 8062
E: dpt_tp@yahoo.co.uk

Moroccan National Tourist Office
Director: Ali El Kasmi
T: 020 7437 0073
E: info@morocco-tourism.org.uk
W: www.visitmorocco.com

Oman Tourism Board
Director UK: Alison Cryer
T: 020 8877 4524
E: oman@representationplus.co.uk
W: www.omantourism.gov.om

Tunisia National Tourist Office
Director: Ms Leila Ben Hassen
T: 020 7224 5561
E: info@cometotunisia.co.uk
W: www.cometotunisia.co.uk

Glassy souvenirs: lamps in a Moroccan souk

Spice whirls: seasoning for sale in a Tunisian market

Did you know?

� The new terminal at Dubai
International Airport will have 23 
dedicated gates for the Airbus A380, the
world’s largest facility for the super jumbo.

� Damascus is said to be the oldest
continually inhabited city on earth, 
dating back to at least 800 BC. 

� Oman is larger than France and has a
1,700 km coastline. 

� Lebanon has at least 300 days of 
sunshine a year.

� The 5-star hotels in the Gulf are fully
booked year round, with even the most
expensive claiming over 90% occupancy.
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World Travel Market 2007 Exhibitor Interviews

If you want to find out more about the exhibiting companies advertising in this year’s catalogue
then log on to the World Travel Market web site at: 

www.wtmlondon.com/2007interviews

The companies listed below will each be participating in a video interview from their respective
stands at World Travel Market. These interviews will then be accessible at this web address 

after the show.

Brunei Tourism

Bulgarian State Agency for Tourism

Central Reservations - Ireland

City of Tshwane - South Africa

Cyprus Tourism Organisation

Department of Civil Aviation - UAE

Ecuador Tourism Board

Egyptian Tourist Authority

EMBRATUR - Brazilian Tourist Authority

Expotour - Russia

Free State Tourism Authority - South Africa

Greek National Tourism Organisation

Ghana Tourist Board

The Hellenic Culture Organization

Kagiso Exhibitions/INDABA - South Africa

Jharkand Tourism - India

Johannesburg Tourism Company - South Africa

Republic of Lebanon Ministry of Tourism

Limpopo Tourism & Parks - South Africa

Madhya Pradesh Tourism- India

Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board

The Monarch Dubai - UAE

MITT - Russia

Mpumalanga Tourism and Parks Agency-South Africa

Mexico Tourist Board

Greater Miami CVB - USA

North Cyprus Tourism Centre

Office of Public Works - Ireland

Oqyana The World - UAE

Port Ghalib - Egypt

Portuguese National Tourism Office

Qatar Airways

Riviera Maya - Mexico

Refad Hotels and Resorts

South Africa Tourism

Tamil Nadu Tourism Development Corporation 

Turkish Ministry of Culture and Tourism

Tanzania Tourist Board

www.exposuretv.comwww.pedigreemedia.co.uk
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AF – Africa
AS – Asia Pacific
CA – Caribbean
EM – Europe
GV – Global Village
LA – Latin America
ME – Middle East & North Africa
NA – North America
TT – Technology & Online Travel
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